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Misc Unsigned Bands

Get Low (Key of B)
Dan Henig
Arr. Adam Vaughn

*5 chords are standard power chords only, no thirds

        [Chorus]

        B   F#   G#m          E
        3,6,9 damn you re fine
        B         F#        G#m           E
        You can suck it to me one more time
        B         F#        G#m           E
        To the window, to the wall,
        B         F#        G#m           E
        The sweat drop down my balls To all these bitches crawl
        B         F#        G#m           E
        Oh skeet skeet mother fucker,  oh skeet skeet ah damn
        B         F#        G#m           E
        Oh skeet skeet mother fucker,  oh skeet skeet ah damn

        [Verse 1]

        B           F#           G#m              E
        Shortie crunk so fresh so clean can she fuck that Question been
harassing me
        B           F#           G#m              E
        In the mind this bitch is fine I done came to the club about 50th 11
times
        B           F#           G#m              E
        Can I play with your panty line club owner said I need to calm down
        B           F#           G#m              E
        Security guard go to sweating  me now cracker drunker then a mother
fucker threaten me now

        [Chorus]

        B   F#   G#m          E
        3,6,9 damn you re fine
        B         F#        G#m           E
        You can suck it to me one more time
        B         F#        G#m           E
        To the window, to the wall,
        B         F#        G#m           E



        The sweat drop down my balls To all these bitches crawl

        [Verse 2]

                    B                         F#                    G#m         
                      E
        She getting crunk in the club  she working Then I like to see the female
twerkin 
                    B                         F#                G#m             
                  E
        Taking the clothes off BUCKEY naked ATL hoe donâ€™t disrespect it
                B                         F#                    G#m             
                  E
        Pa pop yo pussy like this cause yin yang twins in this B-I-itch
                B                         F#                    G#m             
                  E
        Lil Jon and the East side boys wit me and we all like to see Ass and
tities

        [Bridge]

        (B)
        F#5
        Back, back, back it up
        E5
        Back, back, back it up
        F#5
        Back, back, back it up
        E5
        Back, back, back it up
        F#5
        Now stop, then wiggle wit ya
        E5
        Now stop, then wiggle wit ya
        F#5
        Now stop, then wiggle wit ya
        E5---

        [Chorus]

        B   F#   G#m          E
        3,6,9 damn you re fine
        B         F#        G#m           E
        You can suck it to me one more time
        B         F#        G#m           E
        To the window, to the wall,
        B         F#        G#m           E
        The sweat drop down my balls To all these bitches crawl
        B         F#        G#m           E
        Oh skeet skeet mother fucker,  oh skeet skeet ah damn



        B         F#        G#m           E
        Oh skeet skeet mother fucker,  oh skeet skeet ah damn


